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Royal  London Gl obal Equity  Diversifi ed 

Top 10 holdings 

 Fund (%) 

Apple Inc 4.3 

Microsoft 3.9 

Alphabet 3.1 

Amazon 3.0 

JP Morgan Chase and Company 1.9 

Nvidia Corporation 1.6 

Facebook 1.4 

Exxon Mobil 1.4 

Visa 1.1 

Eli Lilly & Co. 1.1 

Total 22.7 
 

Fund data 

 Fund 

No. of stocks 194 

Fund size £3,255.4m 

Launch date 10.10.2017 

Active share 64.6% 

Tracking error 1.6% 

 

 

 

 

Source: RLAM, based on the M Acc share class.  

Performance 

 Fund* (%) Benchmark¹ (%) Relative (%)  

Q2 2021 7.56 7.61 -0.05 

Year-to-date 12.08 11.86 0.22 

1 year p.a. 24.81 24.36 0.45 

3 year p.a. 13.52 13.27 0.25 

Since inception p.a. 10.10.2017 12.65 12.01 0.65 

Past performance is not necessarily a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of investments and the income from them is 
not guaranteed and may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. 

Source: RLAM. All performance figures stated gross of fees and tax unless otherwise stated, subject to rounding. 

¹Benchmark: MSCI World NDR Index. 

*Performance refers to R Acc share class unless otherwise stated. M Acc share class launched on 05.03.2018. Initial share class at fund launch 
was R Acc. 

Holdings and Weights 

 
Source: RLAM as at 30 June 2021. 
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Sector weights 

 

Regional weights 

 
Source: RLAM as of 30 June 2021. Shows weight relative to index. 

Executive summary 

• Our pooled funds delivered net returns of +7.16% for the RL Global Equity Select Fund and +7.39% for the RL Global 

Equity Diversified Fund, compared to +7.61% for the benchmark (MSCI World Net Total Return in sterling). For the 12-

month period, the funds have returned +31.53% and +24.27%, respectively, against +24.36% for the benchmark (fund 

returns net of fees, for M Acc share classes). 

• Our preference is to own wealth creating companies with suitable balance sheets for their underlying business and a 

conservative approach to credit, diversified across regions, countries, industries and Corporate Life Cycle categories. No 

single model or analysis is a magic bullet for investing, but our Corporate Life Cycle model helps us to understand the world 

as management teams see it and identify those that are actively responding to the crisis. Owning companies that merely 

survive the pandemic won’t deliver significant outperformance. We are looking for the ‘Accelerators’ that are increasing 

investment to take full advantage of the current environment, and ‘Slowing & Maturing’ or ‘Turnaround’ companies that are 

doubling down on restructuring with an attractive valuation pay-off opportunity. 

Market overview 

• In the US, the Biden administration followed up the $1.9tn economic relief bill of the first quarter with proposals for a 

$579bn infrastructure package promising investment in roads, water, clean transportation, and the electric grid. While the 

spending package, to be funded through stronger tax collection enforcement rather than formal tax increases, appeared to 

have bipartisan backing, it remained to be seen whether it would gain enough support to pass the 60-vote threshold 

required in the Senate.  

• Inflation discussions were increasingly prevalent, with opinion divided as to whether rising prices were an indicator of 

nothing more than ‘transitory’ inflation, particularly given the lack of higher wage inflation, or a sign of more deep-rooted 

issues. US Federal Reserve (Fed) Chair Jerome Powell was keen to reiterate that price pressures were indeed transitory, but 

cautioned that effects on inflation “have been larger than we expected and they may turn out to be more persistent than we 

expected”. However, central banks appeared firmly committed to maintaining accommodative monetary policies.  

• In Europe, the ECB followed a similar stance to the US on inflation and vied not to slow the pace of their asset purchasing 

programme as a response to strong data. Panetta, an economist and member of the ECB’s executive board said; “only a 

sustained increase in inflationary pressure … could justify a reduction in our purchases.” At the close of the quarter, any 

decision by the ECB to roll back support for markets had been delayed to a later date.  

• In the UK, the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) revised down its borrowing forecasts which led to a £40bn reduction 

in issuance by the Debt Management Office (DMO), mainly across short and medium-dated gilts. Although this supported 

prices in those sectors, gilts were largely stable during the second quarter. In May, the Bank of England (BoE) began 

tapering, slowing the pace of its quantitative easing programme – this had been broadly expected and was therefore already 
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fully priced into gilt markets. It was announced on 24 June that the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) would leave interest 

rates unchanged at 0.1% and keep the total size of its bond-buying programme unchanged at £895bn, to be completed by 

the end of 2021.  

• As with last year and the first quarter of this year, the market recovery may seem surprising given the ongoing Covid-19 

crisis. Indeed, the pandemic has had clear negative impacts on corporate performance, which in some cases look to be 

structural rather than a shorter, cyclical hit. However, the monetary and fiscal responses have been equally dramatic, 

driving down fixed income yields to very low levels and equity discount rates to over 20-year lows, even considering the 

rising yields year-to-date. Although question marks remain surrounding long-term vaccine efficacy, markets now appear 

cautiously optimistic about some form of recovery. 

• Most major country markets rose during the quarter, with the exception of Japan, however dispersion in returns was more a 

result of sector rotation; there was a move back to patterns we have observed in much of the last five years, with early 

growth companies such as those in technology tending to outperform (IT sector up over 10%). Communication services 

(+9%) and Healthcare (+9%) were also strong. Conversely utilities struggled and fell in absolute terms, and cyclical 

industrials and materials often lagged the broader market. 

• Oil prices have continued to increase. Brent crude followed a $12 increase in the first quarter with a further $15 in the 

second to end June at nearly $75. This has helped the energy sector performance well and contributed to fund performance 

during the quarter. Our exposure remains focused on where we see more robust balance sheets and financials rather than as 

a straight play on the oil price, but realistically, after a 50% increase in the first half of 2021, it is hard to see the sector 

performing as strongly in the second half. 

Performance and activity 

• During the second quarter, the fund performed slightly behind its benchmark. Stock selection was notably strong in 

technology and semiconductors with holdings like NVIDIA and Applied Materials which were purchased this year. 

Healthcare was also strong helped by positive drug pipeline news from Eli Lilly. This was offset by weakness in consumer 

discretionary and industrials, especially cyclical Covid-impacted companies like Allegiant Travel, Bright Horizons, and New 

Oriental Education. 

Outlook 

• The short-term macroeconomic environment is positive with most corporates commenting on a strong demand 

environment which is enabling them to pass on inflation in labour and raw materials with ease. Financial markets, however, 

are in a state of flux as to what long term outcomes will result from the significant increase in money supply, combined with 

pent up demand and widespread fiscal stimulus. Given this uncertainty, we feel that our approach of investing in a broad 

range of companies from different sectors and stages of their lifecycle has never been more appropriate and will allow 

performance to continue to be driven more by the success of our hunting for undervalued long-term cashflows than by the 

prevailing winds of the macroeconomy, or factors such as growth or value styles being in vogue. 

• We are conscious, however, that following the remarkable recovery of global equity markets from their lows in late March, 

valuations are less compelling. They are challenged in many areas and using our global discount rate methodology are 

approaching the extremes seen in the Tech Bubble. Nonetheless, relative to bonds, while clearly more expensive than at 

points in 2020, equity valuations are still not extreme and are actually lower than in 2018. We also believe earnings 

momentum will remain favourable. We believe sectors will be a key point of volatility risk, with the rotation into more 

cyclical/Covid-recovery stocks in the autumn showing the potential for positive and negative effects on performance. We are 

addressing this risk by minimising factor exposure to sectors and focusing on stock-specific risk. 

• There will be challenging periods in the year ahead. At a macro level, a reversal in the bond markets similar to 1994 would 

impact equity returns as would a change in perception around central bank support. In this respect, the sustained rallies in 

oil, copper and other commodities could create a headwind to the expectations of lower rates for longer as higher input 

prices could feed through to inflation if they’re not absorbed by manufacturers. This may challenge the current low rate 

environment orthodoxy, which has been a contributor to the outperformance of growth stocks. There are also signs of 

increasing costs elsewhere with container rates from China to the Los Angeles having more than doubled since the start of 

2020. Other than these risks, there will no doubt be stock-specific hits from earnings releases or trading statements for 

companies that fail to meet the high expectations of analysts and investors. Some technology stocks that pulled forward 

demand in lockdown could be vulnerable once we move to more normal conditions. 

• The benefits of our disciplined investment approach – a focus on stronger business models combined with robust portfolio 

risk controls – enable superior stock wealth creation and valuation to drive long-term performance. As vaccination 

programmes roll out and economic conditions normalise, we see opportunities for the underlying stability of many of the 
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businesses to be better reflected in valuations. We believe that active equity managers, in particular, will perform well in the 

recovery from the pandemic. The crisis will result in strong companies (high returns, strong balance sheets and good ‘moats’) 

getting stronger as they are better able to take advantage of opportunities, whether through new areas of demand or having 

better balance sheets to navigate through lower levels of cash generation in most industries. 

• Using some valuation metrics, equities are the most expensive for several decades, and are approaching valuation peaks 

reached in the dotcom boom in 1999/2000. Nonetheless, relative to bonds, while clearly more expensive than at points in 

2020, equity valuations are still not extreme and are actually lower than in 2018. We also believe earnings momentum will 

remain favourable. We believe sectors will be a key point of volatility risk, with the rotation into more cyclical/Covid-

recovery stocks in the autumn showing the potential for positive and negative effects on performance. We are addressing 

this risk by minimising factor exposure to sectors and focusing on stock-specific risk. 

Further insights from the Global Equity team 

• To find out more about our investment approach to investing in global equities and our current thinking, please visit 

www.rlam.co.uk  

 

http://www.rlam.co.uk/
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

For professional clients only, not suitable for retail investors. The views expressed are the author’s own and do not constitute investment advice. 

This document is a financial promotion. It does not provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment 
recommendations. For more information on the fund or the risks of investing, please refer to the fund factsheet, Prospectus or Key Investor 
Information Document (KIID), available via the Fund Information page on www.rlam.co.uk. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of investments and the income from them is not guaranteed and may go 
down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested.  

Portfolio characteristics and holdings are subject to change without notice. This does not constitute an investment recommendation. For 
information purposes only, methodology available on request. Information derived from sources other than Royal London Asset Management is 
believed to be reliable; however, we do not independently verify or guarantee its accuracy or validity. 

All rights in the FTSE All Stocks Gilt Index, FTSE Over 15 Year Gilts Index, FTSE A Index Linked Over 5 Years Gilt Index and FTSE A 
Maturities Gilt Index (the “Index”) vest in FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”). All rights in the FTSE 350, FTSE All Share, FTSE 100, FTSE 
250, FTSE 350 Higher Yield and FTSE Small Cap (the “Index”) vest in FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”).  “FTSE®” is a trade mark of the 
London Stock Exchange Group companies and is used by FTSE under licence. The Royal London Funds (the "funds") have been developed 
solely by Royal London Asset Management. The Index is calculated by FTSE or its agent. FTSE and its licensors are not connected to and do 
not sponsor, advise, recommend, endorse or promote the fund and do not accept any liability whatsoever to any person arising out of (a) the 
use of, reliance on or any error in the Index or (b) investment in or operation of the fund. FTSE makes no claim, prediction, warranty or 
representation either as to the results to be obtained from the Funds or the suitability of the Index for the purpose to which it is being put by 
Royal London Asset Management. 

All confidential information relating to any Royal London Group company must be treated by you in the strictest confidence. It may only be used 
for the purposes of assessing the proposal to engage Royal London Asset Management Limited (RLAM). Confidential information should not be 
disclosed to any third party and should only be disclosed to those of your employees and professional advisers who are required to see such 
information for the purpose set out above. You should ensure that these persons are made aware of the confidential nature of such information 
and treat it accordingly. You agree to return and/ or destroy all confidential information on receipt of our written request to do so. 

Issued by Royal London Asset Management Limited, Firm Registration Number: 141665, registered in England and Wales number 2244297; 
Royal London Unit Trust Managers Limited, Firm Registration Number: 144037, registered in England and Wales number 2372439; RLUM 
Limited, Firm Registration Number: 144032, registered in England and Wales number 2369965. All of these companies are authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Royal London Asset Management Bond Funds Plc, an umbrella company with segregated liability 
between sub-funds, authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland, registered in Ireland number 364259. Registered office: 70 Sir 
John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland. 

All of these companies are subsidiaries of The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited, registered in England and Wales number 
99064. Registered Office: 55 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0RL. The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited is authorised by the 
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. The Royal London 
Mutual Insurance Society Limited is on the Financial Services Register, registration number 117672. Registered in England and Wales number 
99064. FQR RLAM EM 1064. 
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